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We wanted to go somewhere warm, but just recently were in Asia and still haven’t learnt Spanish, so Africa 
was the place to go. And since we only heard good things about Uganda, we didn’t have to think twice 

Uganda 



And that was our route: Starting with a northern loop and then going West 



So we arrived on second Christmas day … 



… in Kampala, Uganda’s capital.  
Busy like hell but not much to do as a traveller. 



So we were looking for a bus to take us North.  
Finding buses was not hard, to find the right one however was. 



It took us lots of waiting … 



… many roads … 



… and six vehicles  … 
(btw: in this one fitted 11 adults, 4 kids and one chicken) 



… and we got to know many people … 



… before we arrived at our first destination: Kidepo National Park … 



… where there was endless space for us … 
(they say it’s the least visited National Park on Earth) 



… but where the heck are the animals? 



Yes, where are they? 



Actually, they were just about everywhere! 





Sometimes even hundreds of them … 



… but not all were so easy to spot like these ones … 



... or do you see this one? 



Yes, look closer! 



Spartacus! 
(that’s how they call this proud male lion) 



We continued our journey … 



… and it took its time … 



… until we arrived at the Nile at Murchison Falls National Park. 



Although the falls were nice, there was something we enjoyed much more: 















After a toilet stop in Kampala we continued westwards ... 



... to Kibale National Park to look for the closest living relatives to humans … 



Chimps! 



We did not only see chimps, we also slept like them in this «Chimps nest» 



After having seen what all walks over and sh**s in coffee beans, Benjamin is more than ever convinced to 
not drink coffee (Annemiek didn’t tell him that the same happens to cacao beans, used for his Nesquick) 



Next stop on our way was Queen Elizabeth National Park, where we went for a boat ride 











Next morning we got up early for another game drive. And we were lucky! 









Unfortunately, he was more interested in us than in hunting his lunch 







Going further south, we opted for travelling by car rather than by truck 



The landscape became green, lush and hilly. 
But we didn’t come for the view ... 



... but to visit Bwinidi Inpenetrable National Park, famous for yet another amazing animal … 





And yes, the gorillas were huge ... 



... but completely ignoring us 
(while the Chimps were running around like mad, these fellas were so relaxed) 





After so much travelling around and so many impressions, we found a nice lake … 



… with a peaceful place to enjoy our last vacation days. 



As you could see, it was a fantastic holiday:  
Wildlife is incredible … 



… people are warm and friendly ... 



… and the landscape makes you feel free. 
So our advice to you: Go there and see it with your own eyes! 


